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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known that I, WILLIAM.J. FOGARTY,
a citizen of the United States, residing at St.
Louis, in the State of Missouri, have invented
new and useful.Improvements in Direct-Act
ing
Steam Shearing-Machines, of which the
following is a specification.
O

My invention relates to certain new and
useful improvements in direct-acting steam
shears, and throughout this specification and

claims wherever I use the term “steam' I
wish it understood that such term includes

any expansive fluid, although this invention
especially applies to steam-actuated means.
The objects of my invention are, first, to
arrange the mechanism situated between and
connecting the piston-rod of the main or
knife-head-operating steam-cylinder and the
knife-head so that the force applied to said
piston-rod and transmitted through said con
necting mechanism to the knife-head will be
equalized or evenly distributed throughout
the entire length of the knife of said knife

head; second, to construct such connecting
25. mechanism so that the stresses due to the re
sistance against which the said knife-head
operates when the knife of the latter is cut
ting or shearing the material will be trans
mitted to the said piston-rod in approximately
3o the direction of a vertical line parallel with
and centrally on each side of the vertical axis

of said cylinder, and, third, to provide a
means for cushioning the steam at the ends
of the strokes of the pistons of both the main
the hold down cylinders, but particularly
35 and
the main cylinder, in which when the piston
thereof. has reached the end of its stroke it is
caused to positively stop at such point, there
by positively bringing the said knife-head to
40 a state of rest when the knife, thereof has
completed its cut and preventing said knife
head overrunning its normal stroke when sud
denly released of its load, thereby preventing
said knife-head knocking or striking the ends
of its guides at each end of its stroke and pre
45 venting
breakage. I attain these objects by
means of the mechanism of the direct-acting
steam shearing-machine illustrated in the ac
companying drawings, in which similar nu

merals of reference designate like parts 50
Figure 1 is a front elevational view of my
invention of a steam shearing-machine. Fig.2
is a transverse sectional elevational view of the
same taken through the line AB. (See Fig.1.) 55
Fig. 3 is a similar view taken through the
line CD. (See also Fig.1.). Fig. 4 is a sec
tional elevational view of the main and the
hold down steam-cylinders and their control
ling-Valve and taken through the line E. F.
(See Figs, 5 and 6.) Fig. 5 is an inverted
plan view of said cylinders and looking in the
direction of the arrow a. (See Fig. 4.) Fig.
6 is a plan view of said cylinders. Fig. 7 is
an elevational view of the lever system of the
knife-head. Fig. 8 is a plan view of the same.
Fig. 9 is an elevational view of the lever sys
tem of the holddown; and Fig. 10 is a plan
view of the machine with the steam-cylinder,
knife-head, and its connecting mechanism
and the hold down removed to more clearly
show the lever system of said holddown and
the treadle-lever mechanism whereby the
throughout the several views.

valve for controlling said main and hold down
cylinders is operated. .
The end frames or housings 1 and 2, the
cylinder-supporting beam 3, which has its
ends resting on the top ends of the housings
1 and 2, where to said beam is securely bolted,
and the table 4, which is securely bolted at
its ends to said housings l and 2, constitute
the main frame of the machine.
A knife-head 5 has its ends adapted to ac
curarely fit and to slide or reciprocate verti

75

cally in suitable guideways 6, formed in the
housings 1 and 2. To the bottom front por

tion of said knife-head 5 is fitted and securely
bolted the top shearing-knife 7, the bottom
or cutting edge of which is horizontally in
clined relatively to the top or cutting edge of
the bottom knife 8. The bottom knife 8 is

bolted
to the face of the table 4 and adjusted
vertically or relatively to the top knife 7 and
is preferably adjusted in position, so that the

top or cutting edge of said knife will be flush 95
with the top surface of the table 4, by the set
screws 9, which are screwed into the lugs 10,
formed integral on the rib 11 of said table 4.
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A holding-down head or holddown 12 is situ
ated in front of the knife-head 5 and is adapt
ed to accurately fit at its ends and to slide
in its guides 13, secured on the front faces of
the housings 1 and 2.
A main cylinder 14 is securely bolted to the
top side of the beam 3 intermediate the ends
thereof, and said cylinder is preferably situ
ated centrally over the knife-head 5, and the
O different parts or elements of the same, which
constitute the main feature of this invention,
I will-hereinafter particularly describe. The
piston 15 of said cylinder may be of any suit
able or approved type, and said piston is pro
vided with a piston-rod 16, which extends ver
tically through the divided stuffing-box 17,one,
the top portion, formed integral with the cylin
der-head 18, and the other, the bottom por
tion, formed integral with the valve-seat head
19, and on the top end of said piston-rod 16
is firmly secured the cross-head or cross-beam
20, the ends of which are turned to fit the
bores of the top ends of the inner and the
outer connecting-rods 21 and 22.
25 The knife-head-lever system consists of the
shorter lever-arms 23 and 24, which are situ
ated centrally and are keyed or formed inte
gral on their fulcrum-shafts 25 and 26, and
said arms have their free ends connected to
the lugs 27 and 28, formed integral on the
ends of said knife-head 5, by the depending
or vertically-extending connecting-links 29
and 30 and the link-pins 31 and 32, which ac
curately fit the bores formed in the ends of
35 said links, said lever-arms and the lugs to
which the latter are connected, and the bores
of the levers 23 and 24. The power-levers
33 and 34 are arranged in pairs, one on each
side of the main cylinder 14, and all are simi
40 lar in form and of equal lengths, and said
pairs of levers are arranged to be operated
simultaneously. The pair of outer levers 33
are keyed or otherwise secured on the outer
ends of the fulcrum-shaft 25 exterior of the
45 fulcrum shaft-bearings 35 and have their
free bifurcated ends 36 directed inwardly or
toward the center of the machine and in po
sition to receive the lower bottom ends of the

connecting-rods 21, and similarly the inner
So levers 34 are keyed on the ends of the full
crum-shaft 26 exterior of the fulcrum-shaft
bearing 37, and said levers have their free

bifurcated ends 38 directed inwardly and in
position on each side of the main cylinder

55

near the ends thereof, where to they are se
curely bolted. It will be particularly noted
(see Figs. 7 and 8) that the fulcrum-shaft
bearings 35 and 37 are so situated on the ends
of the beam 3 and the levers 33 and 34 are of
such a length that when swung their full ex
tent both ways above and below their hori
zontal positions the centers of the pins 39 de
scribe equal arcs that intersect at points di 75 .
rectly and equally distant above and below
the horizontal line passing through their full
crum-shaft centers, so that the vertical line
connecting said points of intersection on each
side of the main cylinder 14 will be in the
plane that would pass through the center of
said cylinder, and thus showing that the forces
transmitted from the main-cylinder piston
15, through its piston-rod 16 and cross-beam
20 to the ends of said levers 33 and 34, are
equally divided and the line of direction of
the same or the resultant forces of all the
forces applied directly to the ends of the said
knife-head levers 33 and 34 will fall in said
vertical lines parallel with and centrally situ 90
ated on each side of the said main cylinder
14, thereby tending to maintain the piston
rod 16 in vertical alinement and obviating
the necessity of providing guideways to pre
serve the vertical alinement of said piston 95
rod throughout its travel.
The hold down-lever system consists of the
lever 40, having the shorter arm 41, and said
lever is securely keyed or otherwise secured
on its fulcrum-shaft 42, which latter is adapt OC
ed to turn in its bearings 43, formed integral
with the beam 3, and the lever-arm 44, hav
ing the shorter arm 45, is adapted to swing
on its fulcrum-pin 46, supported by the bear
ings 47, also formed integral with the beam IoS
3, and the said lever-arms 40 and 44 are equal
in length and have their power or free ends
directed inwardly or toward the center of the
machine and are situated in the same verti
cal plane, the one above the other, and are IO
connected at said free ends by the connecting
link 48, so as to be operated simultaneously.
The shorter arms 41 and 45 of the levers 40
and 44 are connected to the hold down 12 by
the adjustable connecting-links 49, which are II5
hinged at their top and bottom ends on their
link-pins 50. The main lever 51 of the hold
down system is keyed on the fulcrum-shaft
42 and has its power end connected to the pis
ton-rod 52 of the hold down-cylinder 53 by the
connecting-links 54.
I will now proceed to describe the peculiar
construction and function of the main cylin
der 14 and the holddown-cylinder 53 and the
valve for controlling these cylinders, which I25

14 to receive the lower or bottom ends of the
connecting-rods 22, and thus the said pairs
of levers 33 and 34 are connected to the
cross-head 20 to be operated simultaneously
to cause an equal and regular movement
and an equal distribution of power to be
constitutes the main feature of
imparted to said knife-head 5 at all points mechanism
my invention.
throughout its length. The fulcrum-bear
main cylinder 14 is situated centrally
ings 35 and 37 are arranged in pairs, one on andThe
disposed vertically on the center of the

each side of the lever-arms 23 and 24, and supporting-beam 3, the web 56 of which

said bearings are situated on the top side of forms the cover for the bottom open end of
the beam 3 in their proper positions at or said cylinder and to which beam said cylin
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der is securely bolted by suitable bolts or an examination of Fig. 4. that the extreme
studs 57, which pass through said web 56 and possible stroke of the piston 15 is limited to
are screwed into the inner flange 58. The the distance between the inner surface of
cushion valve-plate 59 is truly faced and the inner cover 19 and the top surface of the
5

to

turned to accurately fit the bore of said main guard-ring 59, and this extent of the stroke
of the piston 15 is slightly in excess of the
normal stroke or the imovement required to
be imparted to the knife-head 5. Now in 75
order to limit the stroke of said piston to the
extent of the motion to be imparted to said
knife-head 5 I provide the end eduction or
cushion ports 73 and 74, which connect each
of said ports or steamways. 69 and 70, with .
the ends of said main cylinder on opposite
sides of said piston 15 equally distant from
the effective ends of said cylinder-that is,
equally distant from the inner surface of the
top cover 19 and the inner surface of the
Valve-plate 59-so that, for example, when the
piston 15 moves downwardly till it covers the
cushion-port 74 the steam is confined in the
bottom space of said cylinder between said
piston 15 and the valve-plate 59 to form a
cushion to absorb the impact of said piston,
and thereby prevent any further downward
movement of the latter. A similar cushion is
formed in a similar manner at the top end of
said cylinder, the purpose and object of which 95

cylinder 14 and to fit and to seat on the top
faced surface of the cylinder-flange 58 and
form a steam-tight joint therewith, and the
said cushion valve-plate 59 is provided with
O a suitable number of valve-openings to ob
tain the necessary steam-inlet area, and in
said valve-openings are fitted and seated the
cushioning and inlet lift-valves 60, which are
adapted to raise or move upwardly from their
seats to open for admission only of live steam
into the bottom end of said main cylinder 14.
A guard-ring 59° is turned truly to fit the
bore of the main cylinder and may be truly
faced on both its top and bottom sides to
form true surfaces, the bottom surface of
which rests or is seated on the top trued sur
face of the valve-plate 59, and the top sur
face of said ring is adapted to contact with
the piston 15 to prevent said piston contact
ing with or striking the lowerinlet and cush
ioning valves 60 and also forming a seat upon
which said piston may rest when the machine
is not in operation. The upper head of said

main cylinder, previously described, is com, I shall hereinafter more particularly refer to.
posed of two parts, one the outer head 18 and The main valve-chest or steam-chest 75 is

the other the innerhead 19. The inner head situated intermediate the main cylinder 14
• 19 has its cylindrical portion 61 turned truly and the hold down-cylinder. 53, and the said
to accurately fit the bore at the top end of steam-chest 75 has its main-cylinderfacefaced Ioo
said main cylinder 14, and a Z-formed sepa to accurately fit the valve or steam-chest face.
35 rating-partition 62, formed integral with said 72 to form a steam-tight joint therewith and to
head, divides the recess or chamber formed which said steam-chest is securely bolted.
in said cylindrical portion 61 of said inner The opposite or hold down steam-chest face 76
head 19 into two separate chambers 63 and is also faced to accurately fit the faced steam IOS
64, one of which, the chamber 63, is provided chest surface 77 of the holddown-cylinder 53.
4o with the inlet-port or steamway 65, and the to form a steam-tight joint there with and to
other, the chamber 64, with the inlet-opening which latter said steam-chest is securely.
66, which connects said chamber 64, and the bolted. The piston 78 of said holddown-cyl
horizontally-extending or valve-seat portion inder 53 may be of any approved type pro d
of said partition 62 is bored to form valve vided with any suitable form and number of
45 ways in which the cushioning and inlet valves packing-rings 79, and said piston is firmly
67 are fitted and seated and adapted to lift or secured on the reduced end 80 of its piston
move upwardly to open for admission only of rod 52. The top end of said holddown-cyl-... .
steam into the top end of said main cylinder. inder 53 is faced, to which end is fitted the head II5
The
innerhead 19 is faced on its bottom bear 81, to be secured to said cylinder and to form.
ing-surface to accurately fit the top surfaced a steam-tight joint there with. . The lower or .
end of said main cylinder 14 to form a steam bottom head of said hold down-cylinder is
: tight joint there with, and the under bearing composed of two parts, the outer head or cover
surface of the outer head 18 is faced to be 82 and the inner head or, cover 83. The in 2
fitted to the faced or trued top surface of the ner head 83 has its cylindrical raised portion.
inner cover 19 to form a steam-tight joint 84 truly turned to accurately fit the bore of .
therewith, and both of said heads are securely said holddown -cylinder. 53, and the inner
bolted to the top end of said cylinder 14 by bearing-face of said head 83 is faced to.fit
suitable bolts 68, which pass through said the faced bottom-end surface of said... hold I 25
covers 18 and 19 and are screwed into the end down-cylinder 53 to form a steam-tight joint
. . . . 6o of said main cylinder. The main cylinder 14 there with, and the outer face of said, head is.'
i is provided with the main steam ports or pas faced to fit the trued bearing-face of said. ,
sages 69 and 70, which extend from the end outer head 82 to form a steam-tight, joint
chambers 63 and 71, respectively, to positions there with, and said heads, 82 and 83 are se
on the steam-chest face.72, best adapted to curely held together and to the end of said

connect with the main controlling-valve here cylinder by suitable securing-bolts 85. The
inner end of the cylindrical portion 84 of said
inafter set forth. . .
. ..
It will be readily seen and understood on cylinder-head 83 is provided with suitable

4.
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valve-openings into which the inlet lifting
valves 86 are fitted, and said valves are adapt
ed to open to admit steam only into the lower
end of said cylinder 53. Integral with and
on the inner surface of the cylindrical portion
84 of said head 83 is formed the guard-ring
86°, which is provided for the same purpose
as the guard-ring 59. A stuffing or packing
box 87 is formed centrally on and integral
to with the head 83 and is a continuation of the
stuffing-box 88, formed integral with and cen
trally on the outer head 82, and said stuffing
box is provided with a suitable gland 89. An
inlet-port 90 connects the chamber 91 with
the steam-inlet port 92. ,
The hold down-cylinder 53 is provided with
the steam-ports 92 and 93, one of which, 92,
extends from the chamber 91 to the steam
inlet port 94, formed in the steam-chest face
76, and the other, the port 93, extends from
the top end of said cylinder 53 to the steam
port 95. An eduction or cushioning port
96, situated a suitable distance above the
bottom head 83, connects the port 92 with
25 the interior of said cylinder 53, and said port
is provided for practically the same purpose
as the cushioning-ports 73 and 74 of the main
cylinder 14.
The valve-chest or steam-chest 75 is bored
vertically to receive the valve sleeve or bush
ing 98, which latter is provided with a series
of peripheral bores 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, and
104, the number of which in each of the se
ries of rings depending on the amount of area
35 required, and each of said series are in par
allel relation and correspond and connect
with their ports 94, 105, 95, 107,108, and 3.09,
respectively. The open ends of said steam
chest 75 and said sleeve and bushing 98 are
4 d closed on their top ends by the cover 110,
which is faced to accurately fit the top sur
face of said steam or valve chest to form a
steam-tight joint and to which it is securely
bolted, and the bottom open end of said steam
45 chest and bushing are closed by the bottom
cover or head 111, which is similarly faced to
fit the faced under surface of said steam-chest
75 to form a steam-tight joint and to which
it is firmly bolted. A packing or stuffing box
So 112 is formed integral on the lower head 111,
and the same is provided with a suitable
packing-gland 1:3. Aboss 115 is formed cen
trally and integral on the top cover 110, and
said boss is bored and tapped to receive the
55 steam-supply pipe 116, whereby live steam is
supplied to operate the machine. Bosses 117
and 118 (see Figs. 5 and 6) are formed inte
gral on the side of said steam-chest 75 and
have their bores connecting with the exhaust
ports 105 and 108, respectively, and to said
bosses are connected the exhaust-pipes 119
and 120, (see Figs. 5 and 6,) whereby the ex
haust-steam is carried away to a convenient
place.
The piston-valve 121 is cylindrical in form
and has its ends open, so that the steam ad
mitted into the top end chamber-i. e., the

interior of the sleeve or valve bushing 98
will flow through said valve 121 into the
lower bottom end of said chamber, and at the
open ends of said piston-valve 121 are formed
the spiders 122 and 123, which are bored to
receive the reduced end 124 and 125 of the
valve-stem 126, and the said stem 126 is Se
cured to said valve by the securing-nut 127. 75
Steam-ports 128 are formed centrally in the
cylindrical portion of said valve and are pro
vided for the purpose of supplying steam to
either of the admission-ports when said valve
121 is moved in position to admit steam to
either steam-inlet ports. The valve-collars
129, 130, 131, and 132 are formed integral on
the periphery of said valve 121 and in paral
lel relation and are so situated in said valve
that when the latter is placed in mid-position
said collars will cover each of the steam-ports
94, 95, 107, and 109 and prevent further move
ment of either main or hold down pistons.
The bottom end of the valve-stem 126 is
connected to the lever-arm 133 by the con
necting-links 134, and the said lever is secured
or keyed on its shaft 135, which works or turns .
in its bearings 136. The lever-arm 137 is se
cured or keyed to said shaft 135 and has its
free end connected to the top end of a con 95
necting-rod 138, which latter is connected at
its bottom end to the free end of the shorter
lever-arm 139 of the treadle-lever 140. The

treadle-lever 140 is pivoted on its fulcrum
pin 141, secured to the end housing 2 of the

machine, and intermediate the fulcrum there
of and the free end of the shorter arm 139

OO

of said treadle-lever is connected to the trip
rod 142, which extends upwardly through and
sufficiently far beyond the trip-lug 143 to re IOS
ceive the trip-collar 144. The trip-lug 143
is formed integral on the outer end of the
lug 27 of the knife-head 5. The trip-collars
144 and 145 are adjustably secured on said
trip-rod 142 and are set in position thereon O
to automatically move or operate the Valve
121 to reverse the movements of the pistons
15 and 78 of the main cylinder 14 and the
hold down-cylinder 53 and maintain a con
tinuous movement of the knife-head 5 and II5
the hold down 12 when such is required.
The practice of my invention I will now
proceed to describe. The sheet of metal to
be sheared or dressed is first placed in posi
tion on the table 4, with the portion to be re
moved or separated from the main sheet over
lapping the cutting edge of the bottom knife
8. The operator now opens the valve 121 to
admit steam first through the port 99 into .
the port 94, then through the port 102 to the E25
port 107, thereby causing the pistons 15 and
78 of the said holddown steam-cylinder and
the said main steam-cylinder to move down
Wardly-first, the hold down-piston 78 to cause
the hold down to descend to clamp the sheet
to be dressed firmly to the supporting-table
4, and next, quickly following thereafter,
the piston 15 of the main cylinder 14 to cause

the knife-head to also descend to shear the
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sheet, which operation is accomplished by
one single downward stroke of the knife-head
5, and when the knife 7 of said knife-head 5
has completed its cut or that portion of the
S knife-edge of said top knife 7 farther remote
from the edge of the bottom knife 8 has either
approached or slightly lapped over the top
cutting edge of the lower knife 8 the piston
15 has reached that position where it closes
O the cushion-port, 73, thereby confining the
steam in the top inclosed steam-space of the
main steam-cylinder 14 to form a cushion,
thereby preventing a further movement of
said piston 15 and preventing the latter strik
... I5 ing the cover or head of said cylinder at the
end of its stroke. Another important and
necessary object attained by the said cush
ioning of the piston 15 will be readily appre
ciated from the following: Suppose the knife
... 20 7 is making a heavy cut or cutting sheet
metal, the width of which extends the entire
length of the shearing-knives 7 and 8. Then

it is clear that steam must be admitted at

5

knife-head, a fixed shearing-table, and a
steam-cylinder, of knife-head-operating le
vers arranged in pairs on opposite sides of
said steam-cylinder and having their free or

o

power ends Overlapping, and means whereby
said levers are adjustably connected to said
steam-cylinder and said knife-head.
3. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma
chine, the combination with a descending.
knife-head, a fixed shearing-table, a steam
cylinder, of knife-head-operating levers ar
ranged in opposing pairs, and having their
power ends joined on a common axis on op
posite sides of said steam-cylinder, and means
whereby said levers are connected to said
steam-cylinder and said knife-head to impart
motion to the latter.
4. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma 85

chine, the combination with a descending
knife-head, a fixed shearing-table, a vertically
extending steam-cylinder situated over said. -knife-head, of knife-head-operating levers
arranged in opposing pairs and having their 90
free or power ends joined on opposite sides
of said steam-cylinder, and means whereby
said levers are connected to said steam-cyl

full pressure the entire length of the stroke
of the main piston 15 to cause the full power
of the steam-cylinder 14 to be applied to the
knife-head 5 and its shearing-knife 7, con inder and said knife-head to impart motion
95
nected thereto, to shear the entire width of to the latter.
metal, and when said knife 7 has reached the 5. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma

end of its cut and passed through the metal chine, the combination with a descending
knife-head, a fixed shearing-table, a steam
its piston and piston-rod, of knife
be suddenly and immediately removed, and cylinder,
Were there no elastic or yielding cushioning head-operating levers arranged in opposing IO3
means employed to resist or absorb the im pairs and having their free ends joined on
pact of said piston and bringmr the latter to a opposite sides of said steam-cylinder, means
state of rest said piston would continue to connecting said knife-head and levers and
move, due to the expansive force of the steam means connecting said levers and piston-rod
in the cylinder, and would strike the cylin whereby said levers are operated simultane I o5
der cover or heads with great force and with ously and uniform motion is imparted to said
sufficient force to break said cylinder-heads. knife-head.
The cushioning arrangement in connection 6. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma
with the holddown-cylinder is provided for chine, the combination with a descending II C)
the purpose of preventing the piston thereof knife-head, a fixed shearing-table, a steam
striking the heads of said hold down-cylinder cylinder, its piston and piston-rod, of knife
with any degree of force, particularly when head-operating levers arranged in opposing
on the downward stroke-that is, when the pairs and having their free ends joined on
hold down is being raised or elevated to re opposite sides of said cylinder, means con
necting said levers and said knife-head, and IIS
lease the sheet that is being operated upon. adjustable
connecting-rods connecting the
By the above-described means of cushioning
the pistons of said cylinders an easy and free ends of said levers on each side of said
whereby said levers are oper
noiseless movement of the mechanism is ob steam-cylinder
tained and all danger of breaking any of the ated simultaneously.
7. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma 20
moving parts is avoided.
-.
Having thus fully described this my inven chine, the combination with a descending
tion, what I claim as new and useful, and de knife-head, a fixed shearing-table, a steam
sire to cover by Letters Patent of the United cylinder, its piston, piston-rod, and a cross
beam fixed on said piston-rod, of knife-head
States therefor, is
1. In a direct-acting shearing-machine, the operating levers arranged in opposing pairs I 25
combination with a descending knife-head, a and having their shorter arms extending out
fixed shearing-table, and a steam-cylinder, of wardly and their longer arms joined on op
knife-head-operating levers arranged in pairs posite sides of said steam-cylinder, means
on opposite sides of said steam-cylinder and connecting said short arms to said knife
having their free or power ends overlapping head, and adjustable means connecting the I 30
ends of said beam to the longer arms of said
and means whereby said levers are connected levers
whereby motion is imparted to the
to said knife-head and said steam-cylinder,
2. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma latter to operate them simultaneously.
chine, the combination with a descending 8. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma

to be sheared the resistance to said knife will

35
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chine, the combination with a reciprocating both of said cylinders, first to the holddown
knife-head and a fixed shearing-table, of a cylinder, and next to the main cylinder.
steam-cylinder, its piston and piston-rod, in 10. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma

let-valves situated at the ends of said cylin
5 der, a main controlling-valve, a lever for op
erating the valve, a rod pivoted to the lever,
and connected to a manual operating means,
adjustable collars on the rod and arranged
to be engaged by the knife-head to automat
O ically operate the valve, and means connect
ing said piston - rod and said knife - head
whereby motion is imparted to the latter.
9. In a direct-acting steam shearing-ma
chine, the combination with a descending
15 knife-head and a descending holddown, of a
main steam - cylinder and an independent
hold down steam - cylinder, means for con

necting said main steam-cylinder and said
knife-head, means for connecting said hold
20 down steam - cylinder and said hold down;
and a single valve arranged between the cyl

- - - inders for admitting steam alternately to

chine, the combination with a descending
knife-head and a descending holddown, of a

double-acting steam-cylinder having a cush
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ioning-chamber at each end and a double
acting steam holddown - cylinder provided
with a cushioning-chamber, means for con
necting the knife-head and main cylinder,
means for connecting the holddown and
hold down - cylinder, and a single valve ar
ranged between the cylinders for alternately 35
admitting steam to the cylinders.
In testimony whereof I have here unto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing

Witnesses.

WILLIAM J. FOGARTY.
Witnesses:

GEORGE BAKEWELL,
G. A. PENNINGTON.

